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The undulated profi le of a landscape sweetly modelled by the wind and water inspired 
Industrie Cotto Possagno designers to create the Unicoppo Extra, a revolutionary
roofi ng system that re-invents the traditional Possagno roof tile, creating an ancient
yet simultaneously new shape. Produced with pure and generous Possagno clay in highly 
advanced technological works, in respect of the most rigorous quality standards,
bio-compatibility and resistance, which the company demands of all of its products, 
Unicoppo Extra is destined to revolutionised the market of roof coverings and to last
for a long time: like the rivers and hills.

Technological innovation 
dons natural grace.
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Unicoppo Extra
Rosso
(Red)

code      RU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Chiaro stonalizzato
(Faded light)

code      CU01G
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Unicoppo Extra
Antica Possagno
(Antiqued Possagno)

code      PU01G

Unicoppo Extra
d’Autore
(Designer)

code      TU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Francia
(France)

code      FU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Serenissima
 

code     EU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Sicilia Antica
(Ancient Sicily)

code      SU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Vecchia Fornace
(Old Furnace)

code      VU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Veneto Antico
(Ancient Venice)

code      AU01G

Unicoppo Extra
Serenissima
Hand Made Type

code      EU01GH

Unicoppo Extra
Ardesia
 

code      IU01G

All the expressions
of a unique style.
Unicoppo Extra is created in various lines that take 
into consideration the special uses and most refi ned 
aesthetic requirements: Linea Tradizione (Traditional 
Line), Linea Plus, Linea Antichizzata (Antiqued Line) 
and the hand made type. Each of these models 
responds to the demands of an increasingly attentive 
and expert market and guarantees the best result from 
both the architectural and functional points of view. 
The result achieved is a complete range that brings out 
the consolidated values of artisan craftsmanship, care 
and competence, in every context.

Unicoppo Extra
Length ~490 mm

Width ~280 mm

Weight ~4.2 kg

Pieces per  m2 * ~12.5

Weight per m2 ~51.0 kg

Pitch ~370 - 380 mm

Pieces per pellet 120

* Depending on the overlay.

In the event of gradients between 30% and 35%, the use of a transpiring impermeabilising sheath is required.
The special processing of the antiqued Unicoppo Extra makes every piece different, to improve reproduction of the shades and colours taken on with time by ancient roofs.
In order to improve the chromatic yield of the roof covering, it is recommended to use products from several different beds simultaneously. Given the nature of the material,
the colours of the samples and catalogue are indicative. Weights and measurements may vary. See the relative card for installation of the product.

This product complies with UNI EN 1304 – 1024 – 538 – 539/1 – 539/2 norms and the successive updates and is covered by a guarantee, which is subordinate to respect of 
the UNI norms.
UNI 8178 – 8627 – 9308/1 – 9460 – 10740 and the successive updates. The consistency of the colours, shades and tones of the product sample chosen is the best allowed 
by current technology, with the exception of normal variations caused by the passage of time.

Unicoppo Extra
Doppia Stella Alpina® 

(Double Alpine Star)

code      DU01G

edervardanega
Cross-Out
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* The product may have some points of “non-uniformity” in colour,
as a result of its technical and productive features.

TRADITIONAL LINE

Unicoppo Extra Rosso
(Red)

The classical roof tile, revisited in a modern key
to bring tradition into the future.

TRADITIONAL LINE

Unicoppo Extra Chiaro stonalizzato
(Faded light)

Attractive chromatic features that adapt to the most
elegant and dynamic taste.

PLUS LINE 

Unicoppo Extra Ardesia*

The colour of stone reveals the pleasure
of the most audacious and modern stylistic choices.
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ANTIQUED LINE

Unicoppo Extra Antica Possagno
(Antiqued Possagno)

Dedicated to those who want to discover the timeless
charm of living culture, every day.

ANTIQUED LINE 

Unicoppo Extra d’Autore
(Designer)

A masterpiece born to leave an indelible mark on the entire 
architectural landscape.

PLUS LINE

Unicoppo Extra Doppia Stella Alpina®

(Double Alpine Star)

A product that achieves top elegance to resist at every altitude.
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ANTIQUED LINE 

Unicoppo Extra Francia
(France)

The homage due to a vast cultural patrimony, which is still 
capable of being strongly suggestive.

ANTIQUED LINE

Unicoppo Extra Serenissima

Iridescent shades enliven cosmopolitan magnifi cence, 
wrapped in an atmospheric game without boundaries.

ANTIQUED LINE

Unicoppo Extra Sicilia Antica
(Ancient Sicily)

Where the sky and land merge, warm chromatic 
combinations are born, capable of igniting your imagination.
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ANTIQUED LINE

Unicoppo Extra Vecchia Fornace
(Old Furnace)

A return to the origins, to valorise the material
and rediscover the taste of familiar panoramas.

ANTIQUED LINE

Unicoppo Extra Veneto Antico
(Ancient Venice)

In the heart of an artisan tradition that is still alive today,
we discover new aesthetic horizons.

HAND MADE TYPE

Unicoppo Extra Serenissima
Hand Made Type
Just touch the surface of this product to feel its solidity
and deep ties with history.
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Table of gradients for Unicoppo Extra

Gradients from 30% to 45%
(with simple laying of splines)

Gradient advised 35%

Transversal Pitch ~207 mm

Longitudinal Pitch ~370 - 380 mm

Pieces necessary per m2 

(depending on the overlay) ~12.5 pezzi

NOTE: For roof gradients of less than 35%,
the use of a transpiring impermeabilising sheath is required.

Installation
The fi rst column of tiles must be supported by a 30x40 mm spline 
perpendicular to the line of the roof gutter, if the tiles are supported 
on longitudinal splines, they must be of 40x40 mm if the tiles are laid 
directly on the rooftop. The fi rst row of tiles must also be supported 
with a spline 15 mm thicker than the successive transversal splines, 
or by the bird protection grid.
In order to improve the chromatic yield of the roof covering, it 
is recommended to use products from several different pallets 
simultaneously.

Items of Specifi cation
Supply of discontinuous roof covering in earthenware tiles, made
up of moulded tiles having a length of ~490 mm and a weight of 
~4,2 kg and with ~12,5 pieces per m2 including the relative special 
pieces, such as convex tiles, end pieces, aerating pieces etc. to 
complete the roofi ng. The tiles must be in conformity with norms in 
force and are provided with a guarantee for the Unicoppo Extra type 
tiles supplied by the Industrie Cotto Possagno S.p.A.

~375 mm

variable

Gradients to use and overlays are indicated in the table above.
Concerning the strength of the wind, refer to the Ministry of 
Public Works circular that divides the national territory into 
climatic zones (Circular n. 22631 dated 24.05.82).

Table of gradients
for earthenware tile roofi ng.

The gutter line must be perfectly perpendicular
(with an angle of 90°) to the lateral ridge.

~207 mm

Installation of the Unicoppo Extra is well suited for metal
splines (Jolly Metal Tiles) for aeration and ventilation, produced by 
Industrie Cotto Possagno S.p.A. 

Please refer to the Catalogue for any information concerning product
warranty and certifi cations.
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Special pieces

Convex tile T/52
with bore

End piece:
for Convex Tiles

Three-Way Tile
for Convex Tiles

Two-Way Tile
for Convex Tiles

Aerating tile
for Unicoppo Extra
with metallic mesh

Chimney
for Unicoppo Extra
Ø 150 mm

code  ––21 code  ––30 code  ––40 code  ––42 code  ––50G code ––62G

Unicoppo Extra
for antennas
with cap

Unicoppo Extra
Snow stopper

Middle piece
Unicoppo Extra

Minitec
Straight undertile

Minitec 45° Double face tile
Left/Right undertile

code ––70G code  ––71G code  ––78G code ––84 code ––85

Aerating tile CChimneyChimn

Unicoppo Extra
Unicoppo Extra Middle piece

Unicoppo Extra
Minitec
Straight

Middle p

This product complies with UNI EN 1304 – 1024 – 538 – 539/1 – 539/2 norms and the successive updates and is covered by a guarantee, which is subordinate
to respect of the UNI norms in particular UNI 8178 – 8627 – 9308 – 10740 and the successive updates. The fi delity of colour, shades and tones of the sample product 

chosen is the maximum level permitted by our current technology, with the exception of normal variations caused by the passage of time.

Industrie Cotto Possagno S.p.A. reserves the right to make modifi cations and variations to this catalogue at any time, with no advance notice.
This catalogue supersedes and cancels all previous editions.

INDUSTRIE COTTO POSSAGNO S.p.A.

Via Molinetto, 80 - 31054 Possagno (TV) - Italy - info@cottopossagno.com - www.cottopossagno.com
Sales Offi ce: Ph. +39 0423 920.777 - Fax +39 0423 920.707 - Ventilated Roofs Division: Ph. +39 0423 920.701 - Fax +39 0423 920.703
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